
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a category sales. To join our
growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for category sales

Continuous development of your understanding of shoppers, channels and
environments beyond standard reporting, to summarise trends, identify areas
of opportunity and develop them into actionable insights
Project evaluation to ensure key learnings are shared with the wider team and
inputted into best practice
Supports the CSPM brands of Mini Babybel, The Laughing Cow, Boursin,
Merkts, Kaukauna, Prices, Owls Nest and Port Salut delivering $490MM,
88MM lbs within a trade budget of $81MM
Supports the translation of the category marketing and business plans into
clear commercial objectives, guidelines, and strategy to support development
of commercial plan
Supports the CSPM’s in the development, implementation, and tracking of
distribution, shelving, merchandising, pricing and activation strategy for each
category brand
Analyzes key consumption and shipment trends, providing thought
leadership and recommendations to manager and cross functional team
Provides customer/field sales perspective to the manager and brand teams to
support development and implementation of marketing plans
Works collaboratively with trade finance, sales leadership and marketing to
establish commercial processes and guidelines for category trade spending
Tracks net sales/pound and develops strategies to improve promotion
efficiency
Supports development and communication of reports and tracking of key
category sales KPIs for total US and top 20 customers

Example of Category Sales Job Description
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A minimum of a Bachelor Degree is required (preferably in Business,
Marketing, Finance or Supply Chain/Sourcing)
The ability to influence and negotiate with both internal and external partners
Must be a self-starter, require minimum supervision and direction, thrive in a
matrix organization, and have a proven track record of delivering results
Experience developing business cases supported by analytical and financial
data
Ability to develop an understanding of the businesses in which they operate,
and deliver measurable results
Ability to act as a resource for broad suppliers, product/service, and industry
knowledge, specialized sourcing expertise


